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Diversity is a reality, not a slogan.
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Community Partners
We are very proud of the relationships
developed with our Community Partners – each
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our programs. Without their support, our work
would be impossible.
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YEARS

H

uman beings come in all shapes, sizes, colors, ethnic backgrounds, abilities, and sexual
orientations. That’s a fact. But is that diversity something to be celebrated? Or something to
suppress?

In 2019, you’d think the question would be settled. But the forces of reaction, hate, bigotry and prejudice
haven’t gone away. Social media has become a powerful echo chamber for the voices of hate. Sadly,
impressionable people are often drawn to those voices. And their hearts and minds—and our lives and
freedoms—hang in the balance.
Embracing our Differences exists to speak out against
the hate. We raise our voices to proclaim the values of
inclusion, kindness and respect.
In our 2018-2019 season, we spoke out loud and clear.
Our 16th annual outdoor art exhibition at Sarasota’s
Bayfront Park celebrated diversity with 45 billboardsized artworks and inspirational quotes. The exhibit
drew from 11,791 entries from 111 countries and
44 states. In 2019, 218,000 people experienced the
powerful words and images.
But that highly visible outreach is just the tip of the
iceberg.
Our annual outdoor art show is the linchpin of a year-round educational program—the largest of its kind in
southwest Florida. With 950 teachers and 43,018 students participating in EOD’s initiatives in 2019 alone,
Embracing Our Differences continues to lead as one of the largest education outreach programs in southwest
Florida.
I’m happy to say, we’ve made an impact. We’re
constantly responding to letters from students
and teachers who tell us how life-changing the
experience has been.

“We raise our voices to proclaim
the values of inclusion, kindness
and respect.”

Is that any way to change the world?
I’d say it’s the only way. Changing the whole world is impossible. But we can change people’s minds—
one mind at a time. It’s not an easy task. It takes a small army of dedicated people to do it. Our army
includes creative artists and writers; dedicated educators; the high school
students who volunteer as exhibit docents; and all of the board members,
ambassadors, sponsors and volunteers who value the rainbow of the
human family.
Together, we’ve fought to keep the values of inclusion and diversity in
the public eye. Our little corner of the world is a kinder, gentler, more
inclusive community as a result.

Sarah Wertheimer
Executive Director
Embracing Our Differences® and its logo are registered trademarks.

EmbracingOurDifferences.org
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73,777

Art & Quote Submissions
This year’s exhibit had an impressive response to
the call for artwork and inspirational quotes, with
11,791 entries pouring in from 111 countries
and 44 states. Students from 239 schools around
the world submitted artwork or quotes to the
juried exhibit and more than 70% of this year’s
submissions were from students.

2019 Exhibit

2019 Exhibit Attendance

The centerpiece of Embracing Our
Differences is a juried, outdoor
art exhibit featuring 50 billboardsized images created by local,
national and international artists,
writers and students reflecting
their interpretations of the theme
“enriching lives through diversity.”

218,000
2,920,000
Attendance Since 2004

11,791

2019 Entries

70%

239
44
111
Schools

student
submissions

30%

adult submissions

States

Countries

“This is one of my favorite exhibits in Sarasota. It brings me great
joy to bring my sons with me to appreciate the art, content and
messages of young children.”
- Sarasota Resident

The exhibit welcomed 218,000
visitors this past spring, bringing
total attendance, since 2004, to more
than 2.9 million.

Thank you to our
volunteers in 2019

Submissions
Since 2005

427

“We would look at the exhibit all year long if it was up; it’s great stuff. It
helps students be accepting of one another and calms the classroom.”
- 2nd Grade Teacher

“For some students, it was the first time they made the connection
between art and life.”
- 5th Grade Teacher
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Education Initiatives
Our education initiatives represent the most
important aspect of our efforts. Students
participate year-round in a variety of activities
based upon a well-planned curriculum of
art appreciation, character development and
diversity education. Our education initiatives
include:

“I love this experience with
my students. These are the
lessons that I hope they hold
onto as they go through life!”
- 4th Grade Teacher

Free Field Trips
Make-A-Day Of It! Program
Embracing Our Differences Reading Day
Bucket Fillers Reading Day
Student Docents
Coexistence Clubs
Workshops for Educators
In the Classroom
Lesson Plans
Community Collaborations
Independent evaluations, as well as our
own internal evaluations, have consistently
shown that teachers rate the Embracing
Our Differences’ education initiatives
as “outstanding” or “very good” and as
“meaningful and beneficial” experiences for
their students.

Free Field Trips
Our sponsors generously provide school buses for students to experience the
art exhibit and other arts and cultural venues. This has become a signature of
our education efforts with more than 25,553 students benefiting during the
past school year.

43,018

students participated in
our education initiatives
in 2019
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“I’ve heard a change in language from the children after doing the
lessons… a real difference in how they speak to each other. They’ll catch
themselves or somebody else and remind them, “How do you say that in a
way that’s not hurtful?”
- 2nd Grade Teacher

EmbracingOurDifferences.org
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Make-a-Day-Of-It! Program
Embracing Our Differences collaborates with area cultural
organizations through its MAKE-A-DAY OF IT! Program.
Teachers and their students who attend the exhibit are afforded
the opportunity, using buses provided by Embracing Our
Students participated
Differences, to visit any one of our partner organizations: Florida
in the Make-A-Day-OfStudio Theatre, Marie Selby Botanical Gardens, Mote Marine It! Program
Laboratory, Sarasota Film Festival, The Ringling and Van Wezel
Performing Arts Hall.

6,955

“We had a great time today with our volunteer. My class loved their new
books! Thank you so much for having this day for all of our students!”

“Kids should not bully other kids. Treat people the way you want to be treated.”

- 3rd Grade Teacher

- 2nd Grade Teacher

Embracing Our Differences Reading Day
For the past five years, Embracing Our Differences has
coordinated hundreds of volunteers to read Dr. Seuss books to
students in Sarasota and Manatee counties. This offers students
an opportunity to see that reading is fun and inclusion is
important. Our partnership with the Suncoast Campaign for
Grade-Level Reading and an anonymous family foundation
provided more than 6,300 books for classrooms and individual
students for their home libraries.

Bucket Filler Reading Day
The Bucket Fillers books are heartwarming stories that
encourage positive behavior by using the concept of an invisible
bucket to show children how easy and rewarding it is to express
kindness, appreciation and love by “filling buckets.”

47
360
6,300
schools

classrooms

books

3,000
books

Docent Program
Under the guidance of EOD’s faculty advisor, Dena Sturm, student docents serve as guides
for thousands of area elementary, middle and high school students who experience the
outdoor exhibit every year–inspiring these young visitors with the life-changing truths of
the art and quotes. With their guided questions and planted seeds of inquiry, docents help
younger students arrive at realizations of their own about diversity and acceptance.

Coexistence Clubs
Coexistence Clubs consist of dynamic high school students who promote Embracing Our
Differences’ vision of creating a world that embraces diversity, respects differences, and
actively rejects hatred and prejudice. They do this through various initiatives, including
ones that help make their schools a safer and more inclusive environment for everyone.

150

high school
docents

7,224

students benefiting from
docent tours

275
club
members

“We had an excellent docent. I have a class of students with various
learning challenges and she was very patient and rephrased questions
when she didn’t get an answer or noticed confused expressions.”
- 7th Grade Teacher
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Workshops for Educators
Social Emotional Learning

Art Intensive

This experiential workshop prepares
our teachers, guidance counselors and
administrators to bring Unity Day programs
into their schools, including activities which
can be used to create a sense of community
in the classroom. This program inspires
cooperation, communication and empathy,
while encouraging students to embrace their
similarities and respect their differences.

This workshop is designed to
reinvigorate educators’ teaching
practices while inspiring their art
integration skills in all subject areas.
A change this year includes splitting
the workshop into two separate
days; the first day for elementary
educators and the second day for
secondary educators.

“The flipchart was perfect for use in our class. My students were THRILLED
- 3rd Grade Teacher
to see the pieces we had discussed in class.”

Education Ambassador Program
Educators participate in a year-long program designed to empower teachers to bring the
messages of Embracing Our Differences back to their classrooms and schools in new and
innovative ways. Through this program, participants become the EOD experts at their
schools and work toward creating more inclusive and respectful school cultures.

“This program helped me understand that EOD is more than the art exhibit
and that the practices can and should be incorporated into my daily
- Ambassador Program Participant
teaching.”

“Fantastic, inspiring and nurturing. What more could a teacher want?”
- 2nd Grade Teacher

In the Classroom

Lesson Plans

Each fall, thousands of students in Sarasota
and Manatee counties spend time creating art
and quotations for submission to our annual
exhibition. Each student benefits by engaging
in a comprehensive approach to critical
thinking and visual inquiry that provides a
safe and healthy means of clarifying their
own identities. It also helps them develop an
enhanced sense of self-esteem and social skills.
Developing new and different perspectives
from their peers is an added bonus.

Interactive student participation is one
of the most effective delivery methods
for the often difficult and abstract
concepts of diversity and inclusion.
Prepared under the supervision of
curriculum development specialists from
the Sarasota County School district, the
age-appropriate lesson plans identify
the relevant curriculum standards,
educational objectives, instructional
strategies and assessment guidelines.

19,500

950

Students for whom our participating
teachers were collectively responsible
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Teachers participated in our
education initiatives
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The Power of Words

(Seth Morano is a budding author. Embracing Our Differences helped him raise his voice.)

O

ne powerful statement captured
the spirit of the 2019 Embracing
Our Differences exhibit: “Have the
courage to stand up for what’s right and
have the wisdom to sit down and talk.”
Seth Morano is the author of that bold
statement. He’s no stranger to the power
of words—and he’s wise beyond his age.
Seth, 18, recently graduated from Booker
High School. While many young people
his age are still figuring out their future,
he isn’t. He knows what he wants to
do. In fact, he’s already doing it. He’s a
born writer—and he passes the acid test
to prove it. When Seth gets up in the
morning, he actually writes.

Seth was initially inspired by his creative
writing teacher at Booker Middle School
Joanna Fox. Joanna, a celebrated poet,
transforms her classroom into The
Dragonfly Café, where she encourages
the open sharing of ideas and teaches
that word choices can have an indelible
impact on one’s destiny. She works
closely with Embracing Our Differences
and, every year, many of her students’
quotes are featured in the annual exhibit.

“A century ago, disabled people were
relegated to their homes or institutions,”
he said. “I hope we can all agree that
inclusion is valuable and right, yet one
may not know the true value of being
included until you depend on that
standard of decency every day, like I do.”
Seth also spoke of the impact of EOD’s
programs on his life. The way they
expanded his world view, awakened his

mind, sparked discussion, and opened
his eyes.
“Ms. Fox always says that words take
you places, and words have led me to
speak with you all today,” he said at the
luncheon. “The right words can change
hearts and minds.”
When Seth makes a living with his words
one day, he plans to do the same.

“Have the courage to stand up
for what’s right and have the
wisdom to sit down and talk.”
For Seth, it’s the words that count,
not the means of capturing them.
His writing technique happens to be
keyboard-free. He speaks his mind, and
records his thoughts using speech
recognition software. Like his
wheelchair, this software is one
of many adjustments to being a
person with cerebral palsy. As Seth
sees it, it’s just another tool. What
counts is how you use it.
Sometimes, that means speaking
truth to power.
And finding the right words to
change bigoted minds.
Seth’s electrifying words touched
the hearts of thousands of visitors
at Embracing Our Differences’
2019 exhibit at Bayfront Park.
Lightning struck twice when
he spoke at Embracing Our
Differences’ annual luncheon
last year.

Community Collaborations
Embracing Our Differences is proud of its many collaborations throughout the last year. A
past recipient of The Patterson Foundation’s “Collaborative Innovator Award,” Embracing
Our Differences partnered with the Asolo Rep, Boxser Diversity Initiative, Bucket Fillers,
Inc., Community Foundation of Sarasota County, Easter Seals of Southwest Florida,
Florida Studio Theatre, Jewish Federation of Sarasota-Manatee, Manatee Community
Foundation, Mote Marine, NewGate School, Sarasota County Bar Association, Sarasota
Film Festival, Sarasota Opera, Selby Gardens, Suncoast Campaign for Grade-Level
Reading, The Haven, The Patterson Foundation, The Ringling, United Way Suncoast,
USFSM, Van Wezel, Westcoast Black Theatre Troupe, Booker, Riverview and North Port
high schools and many others to bring innovative diversity education programming to
Sarasota and Manatee students during the 2018-2019 school year.

Joanna Fox with Seth Morano
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Our Sponsors
Presenting Sponsors
Bank of America Dennis & Graci
Client Foundation McGillicuddy

Larry Lev: Champion of Equality and Inclusion

Exhibit Sponsors

O

ne of the first things Larry Lev did
after he “retired” to Sarasota in 2015,
was come to EOD’s offices and ask how he
could help. From that day forward, Larry
never stopped promoting and advancing our
mission. He took groups on exhibit tours
at Bayfront Park, assisted with in-school
programs, and served on our Ambassador
Circle and then board of directors. Larry
also shared his seasoned skills in fundraising,
program development, and strategic
planning with us. I was honored that Larry
mentored me. EOD was greatly enhanced
by his service.

“Larry touched the lives of each
and every one of the people he
met along his way.”
This dynamic, brilliant and compassionate
man championed the virtues of equality
and inclusion in our community—and
expressed that dedication in every action.
Larry deeply believed that a healthy respect
for diversity and inclusion is the cornerstone
of any progressive society. He dreamed of
providing the resources to make that dream
a reality in our community.
14
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Anonymous Family Foundation ∙ Vern & Sandy Buchanan
The Doris M. Carter Family Foundation ∙ Drew & Barbara Cervasio
Keith & Linda Monda ∙ Scott & Gayla Moore ∙ The Swart Family Foundation
Dennis & Graci McGillicuddy, Larry Lev and Hon. Judge Charles E. Williams

We were crushed, shocked and deeply
saddened when Larry passed away in July.
As his obituary stated: “Larry touched the
lives of each and every one of the people
he met along his way. His family was his
pride and joy; he always put them first, and
openly bragged about his love for them.”
We offer our heartfelt condolences to Larry’s
wife, Laura Lev, his mother, Betty Lev, and
his entire family, including his children Ariel
Lev and Shoshannah Fast.
I know I speak for the entire Embracing
Our Differences family when I say that we
will be forever grateful to Larry Lev for the
wisdom, courage and good deeds that he so
freely shared with us and our community.

School Sponsors

Gerri Aaron* & Marvin Albert ∙ Stephen & Shari Ashman ∙ Bobbi & Don Bernstein ∙ Helga & Jerry Bilik ∙ Gerald & Sondra Biller
Jesse, Katie, Abby, Hailey, Zachary & Lex Biter ∙ Boscia Family Foundation ∙ Les & Carol Brualdi ∙ Toby Deutsch
Barcy Grauer & Bruce Wertheimer ∙ Larry Greenspon & Mary Gratehouse ∙ Larry & Debbie Haspel
Arn & Bette Hoffman ∙ Sherry & Tom Koski ∙ Samara, Jenna & Macy Meshad ∙ Jennifer & Ken Pendery
Sanford Rederer in loving memory of Patricia W. Aun-Rederer ∙ Skip & Gail Sack ∙ Ina Schnell
Bruce & Janet Udell ∙ Karen & Mike Valentino ∙ Patti & David Wertheimer

Art Sponsors
Pat & Bob Baer ∙ Thomas & Karen Bernstein ∙ Fred Bloom, M.D. ∙ Terry Brackett
Leila & Steven M. Gompertz Donor Advised Fund in Memory of Michael Gompertz at the Community Foundation of Sarasota County, Inc.
Dr. Raymond & Elizabeth Hautamaki ∙ Lynne Kloss & son Jason Kloss ∙ Ruth & Andy Maass ∙ Barbara & Gerald May
Jeffrey & Barbara McCurdy ∙ Joy Moravitz ∙ Flora & Guillermo* Oynick ∙ Jo & Stan Rutstein ∙ Clare & Rich Segall

Sarah Wertheimer
Executive Director

Joni S. Steinberg ∙ David & Lois Stulberg Foundation ∙ Sheila & Merrill Wynne
*Of Blessed Memory
For a complete list of sponsors, visit our website at EmbracingOurDifferences.org

